Effect of after-discharge EEG patterns on performance and latency of the conditioned avoidance response in hippocampally kindled cats.
The relation between different EEG after-discharge patterns and memory retrieval of the conditioned avoidance response was studied in 8 hippocampally kindled cats. The after-discharge patterns were classified into 5 basic EEG types. The relation was analyzed in three different situations: A, at the conditioning stimulation onset, B, at the conditioning stimulus termination, and C, when conditioning stimulus onset and termination were studied within the same type of EEG pattern of after-discharge. The moment of presentation of the conditioning stimulus was determined by the type of EEG after-discharge pattern. Significant relation was observed between reflex performance and type II and III EEG AD types. The type II (4.5-12/s spiking activity) was associated with a greater proportion of positive responses if presented on the uniform background of EEG after-discharge patterns. During the type III pattern (EEG dysrhythmia), there were more negative than positive responses in all the three experimental situations, especially if the type III EEG pattern was observed at the time of conditioned stimulus termination. The latency of reflex performance measured in the experimental condition C (the same pattern of EEG during conditioning stimulus onset and termination) was longer during the type II EEG pattern of after-discharges than the latencies found during type III EEG activity and in the control group. During type III pattern associated with greatest proportion of response failures there was, however, no increase of reflex latencies. The results suggest differential effect of different EEG after-discharge patterns on memory retrieval of the well established conditioned avoidance response in cats.